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INTRODUCTION

The cultural heritage of the Alma Mater Studiorum – University
of Bologna is represented also through its Brand, the value and
reputation of which requires meticulous and ongoing attention and
protection.
In recognition of the value that the Brand represents, the University
has registered a series of marks in Europe and in other countries
around the world in order to have the exclusive right to use the name
“Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna” and the figurative
elements comprising the “sigillum”.
This manual has been produced in order to guarantee the
consistency and recognisability the University Brand, to leverage
the distinctive identity of the Multicampus University, and to provide
instructions on the correct use of the Brand to be applied to the
University’s communication media.
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HISTORY
The Sigillum Magnum was created by the painter Augusto Sezanne in 1888 to celebrate the VIII centenary of the
creation of the Bolognese Studium. Engraved by Professor Giorgi di Firenze, it was minted in silver and bronze by
the State Archive. There was no knowledge of any emblem of the old Bolognese Studium and so, when remaking
the sigillum, the rules of the old universities and the customary rules that applied in the early XV century in our
region were followed.
Components of the Sigillum Magnum
The Sigillum Magnum is composed of the seals of the two guilds that formed
the Bolognese Studium: the “University of scholars” (“Lawyers”, “Doctors” and
“Artists”) and the three “Colleges of Doctors” (Colleges of Canon and Civil Law, of
Medicine and of the Arts).
The following words are written in Gothic characters around the edge: S[IGILLVM)
MAGNVM STVDII GEN[ERALIS) BONON[IENSIS). The words are separated by
rosettes and there is a cross at the top. In the centre of the sigillum, there is a
Gothic structure that is divided into a central section and two lateral sections, one
above the other, on either side.
Each section has a cusp over it, the largest of which is the central cusp.
Inside the beaded ring, there are two inscriptions: “LEGVM BONONIA MATER” on
the left and “PETRVS UBIQVE PATER” on the right, which are two hemistiches of a
leonine verse with an overtly political meaning.

In the upper central section, on the left, there
is a shield with the emblem of Municipality
of Bologna headed by the Capo d’Angio,
while the shield of the People with the word
LIBERTAS is on the right.
Section dedicated to the Guild of
students of Law VNIV [ERSITAS]
*IVRISTAR[VM], represented by the
Madonna and child and a praying
Saint Catherine, patron saint of
lawyers (the lateral inscription on the
right is INITIVM SAPIENTIA).

Section dedicated to the Colleges of
teachers of Canon Law COLL[EGIVM]
IVR[IS] PONT[IFICII], with the doctors
kneeling at the side of the Madonna
and child.

Section dedicated to the Guild of
Students of Medicine and of other Arts
(Mathematics, Astronomy, Literature
and Philosophy) and identified by
the saints Cosma and Damiano,
patron saints of physicians (the lateral
inscriptions indicate the names of the
two saints).

Section dedicated to the teachers
of Civil Law COLL[EGIVM] IVR[IS]
CIVIL[IS], with the emblem of the
Annunciation.

Section dedicated to the Colleges of
teachers of Medicine and of the Arts
COLL[EGIVM] MED[ICINE] ET.ART[IVM],
with the emblem of San Luca (another
traditional patron saint of physicians)
seated with a crouching bull behind
him.
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BRAND COMPONENTS
The University Brand is a “mixed” brand, comprising both figurative and denominative components.

THE FIGURATIVE COMPONENT: THE SIGILLUM
In order to create a strong and distinctive graphic identity for the University of
Bologna, it was necessary to create a unique and official logo that clearly reflected
the symbols and components of the sigillum.
In 2001 it was restyled, removing some of the less visible wording and details
that appeared on the original sigillum. The new version bears the wording “Alma
Mater Studiorum” around the outside and, at the bottom, the date of origin of the
University. Inside the circle, the words “Università di Bologna” appear along with
a stylised reproduction of the heraldic components of original sigillum.

THE DENOMINATIVE COMPONENT
The official name is: “Alma Mater Studiorum - Università di Bologna” written in
TRAJAN PRO Regular typeface.
It is NOT permitted to make any changes such as, for example:
• the partial use of the name (only “Alma Mater Studiorum”
or only “Università di Bologna”)
• the use of different names (“Università degli Studi di Bologna,
“University of Bologna”, Unibo)
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FUTURE BRAND VARIATIONS
Dating back to 1088, the ancient origin of the University of Bologna is one of the reasons for its great prestige. For
this reason, the University’s most important documents and publications, the headed paper of the Rector and all
publications issued to celebrate important dates or events bear the logo accompanied by the date of inception of
the University.
The expression in Roman numerals will accompany the logo, updated every ten years, to underline the long
tradition that only the University of Bologna can boast. It will always be positioned at the bottom in the centre with
respect to the logo.

CMXXX
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CMXL

CMLXX

M

2028

2058

2088

PROPORTIONS
The University brand is geometric and there is a precise distance between the siglillum and the name. These
proportions are an integral part of the Brand and cannot be changed. The Board of Governors, in a meeting on
26 June 2019, approved the changes to the Brand’s proportions and established that it must be used only in the
mainly vertical version.
POSITIVE VERTICAL VERSION (main use)

20x

3x
X

40x
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NEGATIVE VERSION
The negative version of the Brand should only be used in cases where it is not possible to reproduce a colour
version of the University of Bologna logo owing to incompatibilities with the background against which it is placed:
colours similar to the institutional red or too dark or photographic backgrounds. In order to correctly apply this
variation, see pages 20-22.
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TypefaceS
The choice of the different typefaces identified allows for more space to be used - for both institutional and
corporate uses - both in paper and digital formats. They are suitable for use in all reproduction scales and with all
supports, guaranteeing readability also where the text is small and on mobile supports with screens and video. The
following typefaces have been selected:

abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

Trajan Pro Regular
The institutional typeface. Using only
capital letters, this typeface is used only
in the University Brands and its various
versions and in the University website
headers

abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz
abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

Source Sans Pro
A typeface with free license for the body
of the text, both in paper formats (e.g.
business cards) and on web pages

abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz
abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

Source Serif Pro
A typeface with free license for various
uses or, alternatively, for titles

abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

Cinzel
A typeface with free license that can be
used for website headers as an alternative
to the Trajan Pro Regular

abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz
abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

Merriweather Sans
A typeface with free license that can be
used for web page titles

To facilitate the autonomous production of documents (headed paper,
signs, etc.), two typefaces have been selected from those available in the
Windows system. For other operating systems, the use of a similar typeface is
recommended if those indicated are not available.

ABCDefghilmnopqrstuvz
abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

Calibri
A typeface for Word and PowerPoint
documents, email signatures and headed
paper

ABCDefghilmnopqrstuvz
abcdefghilmnopqrstuvz

GILL SANS MT CONDENSED
A typeface used only for signs within the
University and self-produced signs (on
doors, in classrooms)
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INSTITUTIONAL COLOURS
The particular shade of red used for the Sigillum was chosen as it is in harmony with the traditions, atmosphere
and aesthetics of the city of Bologna. Exceptions are made only in cases that do not allow for the use of colour or
where, due to graphic requirements, a different solution is needed, for example, where the background against
which the Brand is to appear is a similar colour to the institutional red. In these cases, the alternatives indicated in
this manual should be followed, avoiding any occasional variations in colour (see pages 18-22 on improper use).

Pantone®: 1805
Four-colour process: C=0 M=91 Y=100 K=23
RGB: 187, 46, 41
HEX: #bb2e29

Pantone®: COOL GRAY 11
Four-colour process: C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=82
RGB: 83, 86, 90
HEX: #53565A
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MINIMUM SizeS
The example reductions of the University of Bologna Brand shown on this page give a general indication of the
sizes that allow readability of the words and symbols contained therein.

3 cm

2,5 cm

2 cm

The minimum sizes must be respected even when using the negative version of
the Brand.

3 cm

2,5 cm

2 cm
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BUFFER ZONE
In order to ensure readability, a buffer zone is envisaged that surrounds the Brand and indicates the minimum space
that must exist between the Brand and other elements (text, images). This zone is to be considered an integral part
of the Brand itself. If the University brand is used in combination with other brands or in cases of co-branding, this
buffer zone must always be respected.

6x

6x

X

6x
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6x

6x

6x

6x

6x

HORIZONTAL VERSION
To increase versatility, a horizontal version is available, to be used only in cases where the space available does not
allow for the use of the vertical version. Also in this case, the rules regarding the colours to be used, the immutability
of the Brand’s structure and observance of the buffer zone apply.

20x

58x

2x

3x

6x

6x

6x

6x

5 cm

4 cm

3 cm
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IMPROPER USE
To prevent the proliferation of illegitimate versions of the University Brand, which, as already pointed out, is a
registered trademark, the following uses are not permitted. The examples below refer mainly to the University
Brand but it remains understood that this covers also the Campus and Structure Brands.

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

The use of the sigillum on its own is
NOT permitted: it must always be
accompanied by the name
ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

Changes to the sigillum
compressions or name
are NOT permitted

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

Partial use of the sigillum
is NOT permitted

Use of the Brand with low-quality
resolutions is NOT permitted

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI BOLOGNA

It is NOT permitted to use names such as:
Università degli Studi di Bologna,
UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA, Unibo

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

Modification of the proportions
between the name and the sigillum
is NOT permitted
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ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

Modification of the distance
between the name and the sigillum
is NOT permitted

Inverting the position of the two
elements is NOT permitted

IMPROPER USE

UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

Partial use of the name
is NOT permitted

Changes to the Typeface used for
the name are NOT permitted

Grey versions are NOT permitted,
including on coloured backgrounds

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

The use of institutional red for the
name is NOT permitted

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

The use of white backgrounds
under the sigillum is NOT permitted
with the exception of Campus Brands
and those of Representacion
en la Republica Argentina.

The removal of ALMA MATER
STUDIORUM UNIVERSITÀ DI
BOLOGNA from the names of the
Campuses is NOT permitted

The use of colours other than those
of the University is NOT permitted

The removal of ALMA MATER
STUDIORUM UNIVERSITÀ DI
BOLOGNA from the names of the
Structures is NOT permitted
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USE ON GREY BACKGROUNDS
The table shows the permitted uses of the University Brand on backgrounds with different percentage levels of
black.

0%

40%

80%

10%

50%

90%

20%

60%

95%

30%

70%

100%
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USE ON COLOURED BACKGROUNDS
On coloured backgrounds, the choice of whether to use the positive or negative colour image will depend on which
provides sufficient contrast to ensure maximum readability.

▶

▶

▶

▶
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USE ON PHOTOGRAPHIC BACKGROUNDS
A positive image (colour) of the Brand should be used on light, non-textured photographic backgrounds, while a
negative image should be used on dark backgrounds. If the Brand is not clearly visible, a white square tile with at
least a 70% degree of transparency should be positioned between the Brand and the photo, as per examples 2-3.
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1

▶

2

▶

3

▶

4

▶

ALMA MATER STUDIORUM
UNIVERSITà DI BOLOGNA

www.unibo.it
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